ABSTRACT. It is shown that a union of two quasi-bounded sets, as well as the closure of a quasi-bounded set, may not be quasi-bounded.
Let A be a set in a vector space. By abcoA we understand the absolutely convex hull of A and by EA the linear hull of A equipped with the topology generated by the gauge of abcoA. The set A is called Banach disk if it is absolutely convex and closed in EA, and EA is a Banach space. If X is a locally convex space, then the closure of A in X is denoted by cxA. DEFINITION (b) Let U and be the same as in (a). Since the topology of Es is finer than that of ED, we he B t.(U E) to(U E) tEo(U Ev). ForzEDthereexists/Bsuchtahtz-yU. Thenz: (x-y)+y (UED)+BC ctz(U F Ev) + Actz(U n Ev) (1 + A)ctz(U ED). Hence CtE(U r ED) absorbs D and V is q-bounded in X.
